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Benefits of OA publishing

Publishing OA allows anyone, anywhere to 

find, read, and benefit from research. 

OA articles:

• are downloaded three times more than 

non-OA articles, on average

• receive 30-50% more citations

• are freely available online globally



Open Access Publishing Workflow

All articles submitted to Cambridge University Press undergo the same rigorous 

peer-review to sustain the high quality of our journals. 

The decision to publish an article is not affected by whether it will be published 

Open or behind a paywall. 



Third Party Transaction Process

We work with Rightslink®-CCC to process article processing charges (APCs).

Institutions and authors participating in Read and Publish deals benefit from 

Rightslink's tool, OA Agreement Manager, which has been purpose-built to 

facilitate smoother financial transactions for authors and administrators.

This allows us to identify authors who are eligible for an APC discount/waiver and 

automatically apply a discount, meaning a ‘touch free’ journey for the author.

Institutions may also review and authorise APC funding requests.



Manuscript preparation

Author:

• Discovers journal

• Visits journal information page

• Reviews author instructions

• Formats manuscript

Cambridge OA Journals Workflow



Manuscript 
preparation

Information on manuscript 

preparation is available on the 

journal’s homepage on 

Cambridge Core. 

Open Access information is 

signposted on these pages.



Manuscript 
preparation

Detailed information for contributors is 

available within the journal information 

pages, including Open Access 

publishing options available in that 

journal. 

Pop ups appear on relevant gold OA 

and hybrid journal information pages to 

invite authors to check their eligibility for 

an APC waiver / discount.



Manuscript 
preparation

Pop up links to information about 

Read and Publish agreements. 

Authors may consult this page for 

more information on the specific 

terms agreed between Cambridge 

and their institution.



Manuscript submission and review

Author:

• Navigates to submission system from journal homepage

• Logs into submission system

• Submits manuscript and supplementary materials

• Checks status in online submission system

Cambridge OA Journals Workflow



Manuscript submission

Authors navigates to the submission system from the journal’s homepage on Cambridge Core



Manuscript submission

To submit their manuscript, 

authors must log in, using 

either a username and 

password or their ORCID 

iD.



Manuscript submission



Manuscript submission

During submission, 

the definition and 

responsibilities of 

the corresponding 

author are clearly 

stated.



Manuscript submission

Following 

submission, the 

author’s manuscript 

enters the peer 

review process. 

For hybrid journals, 

authors are not able 

to select Gold OA at 

this stage.*

*Authors are able to indicate that they wish to publish OA upon acceptance



Manuscript decision

Author:

• Receives acceptance email

• Chooses creative commons license

Cambridge OA Journals Workflow



Manuscript decision

If an article is accepted, following the 

completion of any revisions required, 

authors will receive an acceptance 

email.

Authors must then complete an 

author publishing agreement. 

This is the key decision point for 

the author to make their article OA.

The acceptance email links to the 

journal information page, where 

authors can select the appropriate 

form. 



Manuscript decision

Authors must complete a Gold Open Access agreement and 
select a creative commons license.

Information on creative commons licenses is available at:

www.cambridge.org/creative-commons

A record will then be created in Cambridge’s production tracking 
system.

http://www.cambridge.org/creative-commons


Manuscript decision – Process changes

We are replacing our current licensing 

process with an improved digital 

licensing solution that will allow us to 

significantly improve author experience 

and our ability to channel authors to 

select the Gold OA publishing option in 

hybrid journals, using specific messaging 

relating to Read and Publish.

18 journals are currently on Ironclad. We 

are aiming to add remaining 100+ 

Cambridge journals by end of April, with 

proprietors journals being added 

throughout the year.

ASS Modern Asian Studies JHL Journal of Helminthology

EDE Environment and 

Development Economics

JMJ Journal of the Institute of 

Mathematics of Jussieu
EPS Epidemiology and 

Psychiatric Sciences

PEF Journal of Pension Economics & 

Finance
ERM Expert Reviews in 

Molecular Medicine

PSM Psychological Medicine

ETS Ergodic Theory and 

Dynamical Systems

PUP Journal of Public Policy

EXP Experimental Results ROB Robotica

HIS The Historical Journal SLA Studies in Second Language 

Acquisition
JCL Journal of Child Language TRO Journal of Tropical Ecology

JGH Journal of Global History ZYG Zygote



Process changes

Article 
accepted > 

Ironclad

Author 
receives 

information 
request form

Contract 
automatically 

generated

Signature 
request sent 
to relevant 

party

Contract 
returned to 
production



Process changes

The author will still receive 

an acceptance email and a 

record will be created 

Cambridge’s production 

tracking system.

This email informs the 

author that they will receive 

separate communication 

from our digital licensing 

partner in order to complete 

their agreement.



Process changes

Authors will then receive an 

email from Ironclad to gather 

information for their licensing 

agreement via an online form.

Some fields within this form will 

be pre-populated with 

information from the 

submission system.

The entity that owns the 

copyright will be asked to sign 

the contract once this form is 

submitted.



Process changes

Messaging within the form is tailored for articles 

identified as eligible under a R&P deal.

The Gold Open Access option is pre-selected for 

hybrid journals (see right).

The wording is the same for Gold OA journals, 

minus the ‘Please select your preferred access 

type’ section.



Process changes

Articles that are not flagged as eligible 

under a R&P a deal will receive slightly 

different messaging.



Process changes

Upon submitting this 

form, the contract is 

generated 

automatically and sent 

for signature.

Once signed, a digital 

contract is then 

emailed to relevant 

parties and the article 

proceeds into 

production.



Production Welcome Emails

Author receives an email introducing their contact in production following 
acceptance (and Ironclad, if applicable).

An online form captures any subsequent OA requests which function as an 
addendum to any previously signed agreement.



Retroactive OA outreach

Authors who do not select the OA option and are identified as 

eligible under a R&P deal are informed of the opportunity via. email. 

A simple online form allow authors to select their creative commons 

licence. This form functions as an addendum to any existing 

agreement.



Transaction process

• No author interaction required

Cambridge OA Journals Workflow



Touch Free Transactions

Once an author has completed their OA licensing 

agreement, the Rightslink® transaction process is 

triggered.

Authors affiliated to an institution with an R&P deal 

do not interact with the transaction process.

Rightslink® match the article with a publishing agreement 

and automatically discount the APC. 

Articles can be automatically approved, or institutions 

can approve or deny funding. These approvals can be 

switched on or off at any time throughout the agreement.

Author completes author publishing agreement

Production record updated

Funding approved (automatically or by administrator)

Author recognised as affiliated with a R&P deal 

Rightslink transaction complete



Touch Free Transactions

A notification will still be sent to the author 
to confirm the APC discount has been 
approved and applied, and that their article 
will be published OA.



Institutional Interaction

• Institutional administrators may approve or deny APC request

Cambridge OA Journals Workflow



Institution interaction

Touch free functionality works with or 

without institution interaction. 

Institutions can opt for articles to be 

approved automatically (the “hands-off” 

approach). 

If automatic approvals are turned OFF, the 

administrator will need to go into Agreement 

Manager to approve or deny the funding. 

Automatics approvals can be switched on or 

off at any time throughout the agreement.

Rightslink® transaction process 
triggered

Rightslink transaction complete

Article goes into production

Automatic 
Approvals 

ON

Automatic
Approvals 

OFF

Librarian approves funding



Institution interaction

Regardless of the automatic approval status, administrators will 

still receive emails notifications (for funding requests).

These email notifications can be suppressed from within the 

institutional profile.



Institutional portal

Administrators can view all articles 

requiring OA funding approval from 

within the institutional portal.

If automatic approvals are off, 

articles can be approved or denied 

funding from within this portal.



Denying requests



Article publication

• Article published on Core

Cambridge OA Journals Workflow



Agreement Manager Institutional Portal

• View and update profile

• Turn on automatic approvals

• Set up alerts

Read & Publish Overview



On the billing profiles tab you can see the institution(s) that you are set up to administer. 

If you wish to turn on automatic approvals for article publications – tick the automatic approvals box

Billing profiles



To see details held on your billing 

profile click the Profile Name link:

Here you can edit your contact information. If you wish to change the e-mail address that you use 

to log in to Agreement Manager, please get in touch with us to make this change:

Billing profiles



Profile Attributes

Here you can see information about your 

profile including the journals titles eligible 

under your deal.

You can also see the Institutional Identifiers 

we have associated with your account.



Notification setup

Agreement Manager administrators can set up notifications based on spending amounts or APC tokens 
used or remaining.

Click the bell to enter notification setup: 

Click to “Create Notification”:



Select the contact from your organisation who you want 
to receive the notification:

Set when you would like to be notified, either when 
APC tokens used/remaining reaches a certain 
threshold, or when funds used/remaining (GBP) 
reaches a certain threshold.

Remember to ‘save’

Notification setup



Post sales support

Read & Publish Overview



Reporting

On a regular basis you will be sent a report by Cambridge which includes data for both Open Access and 
subscription based articles published by corresponding authors at participating institutions.



Resources

OA information for authors:

Information on publishing Open Access, 

including guides are available on our 

website: cambridge.org/publishoa

Make the most of your R&P agreement:

Resources to help your own promotion are 

also available: cambridge.org/rapresources

For any further assistance, please email 

your usual sales representative.

https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/authors/journals/publishing-open-access/convert-your-article-to-open-access
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/open-access-policies/read-and-publish-agreements/resources
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/open-access-policies/read-and-publish-agreements/resources


Training

We run regular sessions to support your understanding of 

the author workflow and how to use Agreement Manager.

Training requests can be made via 

academictraining@cambridge.org

Find out about our upcoming webinars: 

cambridge.org/upcoming-product-webinars

mailto:academictraining@cambridge.org
http://www.cambridge.org/upcoming-product-webinars


oaqueries@cambridge.org


